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CONCEPT: GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF SENSATION AND SENSORY RECEPTORS
Sensory Receptors and Sensory Receptor Cells:
● Sensory Receptor Cells are specialized to transduce a stimulus—touch, temperature, sound, smell, etc.—into APs.
□ Must have sensory receptors=receptor/ion channels to turn a stimulus into an electrical or chemical (NT) event.
□ May actually be a neuron, or may just interact with a neuron.
● Two very general types of sensory receptors:
□ Free nerve endings with sensory receptors (aka stimulus-gated ion channels) that respond to some stimulus.
-Mostly for the somatic (touch-based) sense—pressure, pain, vibration.
□ Receptor cells that receive a stimulus and respond by squirting _________ onto a neuron that then carries APs.
EXAMPLE: Free nerve endings vs receptor cells.
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Receptor Potentials:
● Receptor Potential= name for the graded potential generated by activation of sensory receptors.
□ This receptor potential spreads _________________ to the spike-initiating zone to initiate an AP.
-The AP travels to the brain, where the stimulus is perceived.
□ Larger receptor potential→more APs→more intense perception.
-Larger stimulus does not cause “larger” APs—APs are “all-or-none.”
EXAMPLE: Light pressure produces a small, brief receptor potential→1 AP. Heavy pressure produces a larger, more
prolonged receptor potential→multiple APs.
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Receptive Fields:
● Receptive Field is the area of space from which a sensory neuron receives ______________.
□ Stimuli within the receptive field cause a receptor potential in the sensory neuron; stimuli outside do not.
● The size of a receptive field determines the ____________________________ of sensation.
□ Small receptive fields mean that two stimuli very close together can be separated.
EXAMPLE: Fingertips have very small receptive fields; the upper back has very large receptive fields.

Lateral Inhibition:
● Lateral Inhibition is how sensory neurons inhibit their neighbors, allowing for even better localization of the stimulus.
□ Makes the most stimulated neuron at the center of the stimulus fire lots of APs.
□ Inhibition of neighboring sensory neurons—which are also a little bit stimulated—makes it more clear where the
stimulus is actually occurring.
EXAMPLE: A stimulus activates all three neurons—A, B, and C—but activates B the most. B causes inhibition of A and C,
so the brain perceives the stimulus as happening mostly at B.
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Tonic vs. Phasic Receptors:
● Tonic (aka slowly-adapting) Receptors fire APs continuously (“tonically”).
□ A change in stimulus causes a change in the frequency of the APs fired.
□ Usually monitor homeostatic variables—blood pressure, blood pH, etc.
EXAMPLE: Baroreceptors—which measure blood pressure—increase their firing rate when blood pressure increases.
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● Phasic (aka rapidly-adapting) Receptors fire APs when a sudden __________________ occurs, then stop.
□ Especially important for somatic senses, like touch.
EXAMPLE: Many mechanoreceptors—pressure sensors—in your skin are phasic. That’s why you feel/are aware of your
clothes on your skin right after getting dressed, but not 10+ minutes after getting dressed.
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PRACTICE 1: Lidocaine is a drug that blocks voltage-gated Na+ channels. Which of the following types of potentials in
neurons will not occur in neurons treated with lidocaine?
a) Receptor potentials.
b) Action potentials.
c) Reaching your peak potentials.
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CONCEPT: THE SOMATIC SENSES
Somatic Sensory Receptors:
● Somatic senses—feelings of “touch”—are mediated by three kinds of receptors:
□ Mechanoreceptors sense pressure by responding to physical stress/deformation.
-“Mechanically-gated ion channels.”
□ Thermoreceptors sense ____________________.
- Separate receptors for “hot” and “cold.”
□ Nociceptors sense pain by responding to signs of tissue __________________.
-Bradykinins and cytokines, Substance P, high K+, etc.
EXAMPLE: A schematic of human skin and the somatic sensory receptor cells therein.
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Somatic Sensory Pathways—From the Periphery to the Brain:
● Recall that all sensory information must get from the periphery (where it starts) to the contralateral somatosensory cortex.
□ Sensory information comes into the brain in the medulla and is “relayed” via the thalamus.
□ Periphery→Spinal Cord→Medulla→Thalamus→Somatosensory Cortex, crossing the midline at some point.
● Spinothalamic tract carries pain, temperature, and coarse touch sensation.
□ Peripheral neurons synapse and decussate (cross the midline) in the spinal cord.
- Information ascends in contralateral spinothalamic tract.
□ These are the evolutionary older sensations—very important to keep you ___________________.
EXAMPLE: Information in the spinothalamic tract decussates in the spinal cord and ascends contralateral.
ASCENDING PATHWAY:
SPINOTHALAMIC TRACT
Thalamus
Medulla

{Pain/Temperature Stimulus}
R

L
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● Dorsal Columns carry fine touch, pressure and vibration sensation.
□ These neurons have very long axons—one axon goes from periphery→ ipsilateral dorsal column→medulla.
-Information does not decussate until the medulla.
□ These are evolutionarily “newer” sensations—less important for keeping you alive, more for higher function.
EXAMPLE: Information in the dorsal columns ascends ipsilateral and decussates in the medulla.
ASCENDING PATHWAY:
DORSAL COLUMN
Thalamus
Medulla

{Pressure/Vibration Stimulus}
R

L
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Sensory Fiber Types:
● Nerves/tracts are made of many different axons. These axons are not all equal.
● An axon’s fiber type is determined based on its diameter and conduction velocity.
□ In order of decreasing conduction velocity/diameter: Aα, Aβ, Aγ, Aδ, B, and C.
□ Only Aβ, Aδ, and C fibers are important for sensation.
● Aβ fibers carry pressure and temperature sensation.
● Different fiber types explain the different “types” of pain.
□ Aδ fibers carry quick, stabbing, acute pain.
□ C fibers carry dull, aching pain.
EXAMPLE: Gate theory is the idea that the sensory information that gets to your brain “first” (fastest) is felt more. That’s
why rubbing or applying heat (carried on Aβs) reduces pain (carried on Aδs or Cs).
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PRACTICE 1: Opiates (e.g. morphine) are drugs that reduce pain sensation, but leave pressure and temperature sensation
intact. Which of the following types of sensory receptors are affected by opiates?
a) Mechanoreceptors.
b) Thermoreceptors.
c) Nociceptors.

PRACTICE 2: King Joffrey gets punched in the neck, because he deserves it. As a result, he can no longer feel pain or
temperature in his right hand. Which of the following somatosensory tracts was damaged by the punch?
a) Right spinothalamic tract.
b) Left spinothalamic tract.
c) Right dorsal column.
d) Left dorsal column.

PRACTICE 3: My Khaleesi gets punched in the neck—though she absolutely does not deserve it, Westeros is a cruel place.
As a result, she can no longer feel pressure or vibrations in her right hand. Which of the following somatosensory tracts was
damaged by the punch?
a) Right spinothalamic tract.
b) Left spinothalamic tract.
c) Right dorsal column.
d) Left dorsal column.

PRACTICE 4: Lidocaine is a local anesthetic—it prevents transmission of pain signals from a local area. Lidocaine works
well for preventing the transmission of dull/achy pain, but often still allows sharp/stabbing pain, pressure and temperature to
get through. Regions treated with lidocaine do not become paralyzed—motor function is retained. Which of the following
fiber types are affected by lidocaine?
a) Aα
b) Aβ
c) Aγ
d) Aδ
e) C
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CONCEPT: CHEMORECEPTION I: SMELL (“OLFACTION”)
Olfaction—The Sense of Smell
● The Olfactory System is responsible for the sense of smell.
□ Parts: olfactory epithelium, olfactory sensory neurons, and the olfactory bulb and olfactory cortex in brain.
● The olfactory epithelium—high in the nose—is where smell sensations begin.
□ Odorant molecules bind to olfactory receptors on ends of olfactory sensory neurons.
□ Olfactory receptors are GPCRs coupled to a special G-protein Golf.
-Golf works very similar to Gs. ↑cAMP→opening of cAMP-gated ion channels→APs.
● Olfactory Nerve (CN I) carries APs initiated in the olfactory epithelium to the olfactory bulb.
□ From there, some synapses are made and some processing occurs on the way to the olfactory cortex.
□ Notice: Thalamus is not involved.
EXAMPLE: The olfactory epithelium, olfactory nerve, and olfactory bulb.
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CONCEPT: CHEMORECEPTION II: TASTE (“GUSTATION”)
Gustation—The Sense of Taste:
● Taste is based on five different flavors, each based on an important evolutionary function:
□ Sour, caused by acid (H+).

□ Umami, caused by proteins.

□ Salty, caused by electrolytes (mostly Na+).

□ Bitter, caused by various probable toxins.

□ Sweet, caused by carbohydrates (sugars).
● Taste receptors are located on taste buds spread across the __________________.
□ Each taste bud has about 100 taste cells, each with its own type of taste receptor.
□ Tastant—what you’re tasting—must dissolve in saliva to bind and activate taste receptor.
● APs are initiated in taste receptors by a poorly-understood transduction pathway.
□ APs carried in CN VII, IX, and X to medulla→thalamus→gustatory cortex.
EXAMPLE: A taste bud.
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CONCEPT: THE EAR: HEARING
The ear houses two separate sensory systems: audition (hearing) and equilibrium (balance).
Anatomy of the Ear:
● Outer Ear is the pinna (flappy skin part) and the ear canal, which terminates at the tympanic membrane (ear drum).
● Middle Ear is between the tympanic membrane and the cochlea (where the actual transduction of sound occurs).
□ Tympanic membrane is connected to the cochlea by the three auditory ossicles: malleus, incus, and stapes.
-Ossicles aka hammer, anvil, and stirrup.
□ The Eustachian tubes connect the middle ear to the pharynx (back of mouth).
- Allows for equilibration of pressure—“popping” your ears.
● Inner Ear contains the cochlea, which is a fluid-filled coil where sound transduction occurs.
□ (Also contains the semicircular canals and vestibular apparatus, which are involved in balance.)
EXAMPLE: The anatomy of the outer, middle, and inner ears.
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Definition of Hearing:
● Hearing is humans’ perception of sound.
□ The frequency of the sound (measured in Hz) is perceived as pitch—high or low.
□ The intensity (wave amplitude) of the sound (measured in decibels, dB) is perceived as volume—loud or quiet.
EXAMPLE: A sound wave with frequency and amplitude.
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Sound Transmission through Middle Ear:
● Sound waves travel through air into the ear canal, hitting the tympanic membrane.
□ Tympanic membrane is connected to the ossicles. Vibration of tympanic membrane→vibration of ossicles.
- Ossicles are hinged on each other. Allows for amplification of sound.
□ Stapes is connected to the oval window (part of cochlea). Vibrating oval window transfers sound to the cochlea.
EXAMPLE: The pathway sound takes though the middle ear.
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Cochlear Anatomy:
● The cochlea is made of three coiled ducts—the vestibular duct, cochlear duct, and tympanic duct.
□ All are filled with fluid—perilymph in the vestibular and tympanic ducts, endolymph in the cochlear duct.
□ Vestibular duct runs along the top from oval window, with cochlear and tympanic ducts below (in order).
-The tympanic duct ends at the round window, another membranous opening to middle ear.
-Vestibular and tympanic ducts meet at the helicotrema, at the end of the cochlear duct.
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● The cochlear duct is separated from the vestibular duct on top and tympanic duct below by two different membranes.
□ Basilar membrane along the bottom of the cochlear duct separates it from the tympanic duct.
- A thick, sturdy membrane that also anchors the Organ of Corti and its hair cells (more soon).
□ Reissner’s membrane along the top of the cochlear duct separates it from the vestibular duct.
- Very thin, letting the vestibular and cochlear ducts mechanically act almost as one.
EXAMPLE: More detailed look at cross-sectional cochlear anatomy.
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Sound Transduction in the Cochlea:
● The hair cells of the Organ of Corti do transduction of sound from pressure waves to APs.
● Vibration of the stapes and oval window→pressure waves in the vestibular duct perilymph and cochlear duct endolymph.
□ Hair cells have sterocilia—projections that can move/sway with sound-induced pressure waves.
□ Very thin, movable tectorial membrane lies on top of these sterocilia.
-Pressure waves in perilymph→waves in endolymph→movement of membrane→movement of stereocilia.
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□ Movement of stereocilia opens mixed-cation channels.
-Depolarization→VG Ca2+ channel activation→↑[Ca2+]cytosol→exocytosis of NT.
-NT activates nearby sensory neurons→brain for perception of sound.
□ “Excess” sound waves dissipated back into middle ear through round window.
● There are 5 (!) transductions involved in this process.
□ Mechanical sound wave→fluid pressure wave→hair cell electrical signal→NT signal→APs.
● APs carrying sound information project to medulla in the vestibulocochlear nerve (CN VIII).
□ Medulla→Thalamus→Auditory Cortex (in temporal lobe).
EXAMPLE: The organ of Corti and its hair cells.
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CONCEPT: THE EAR: BALANCE AND EQUILIBRIUM
● Vestibular apparatus of the ear is responsible for our “senses” of balance, equilibrium, and position in space.
□ Two related organs: the semicircular canals and the otolith organs.
The Semicircular Canals—Sensing Rotational Acceleration:
● The three semicircular canals branch off the back of the cochlea.
● Each canal senses rotational acceleration in one of three planes.
□ The posterior canal senses head tilt toward shoulder.
□ The superior canal senses head rocking front to back, like nodding “yes.”
□ The horizontal canal senses head rotation, like shaking “no.”
EXAMPLE: The three semicircular canals and their orientation in space.
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● Each canal has an enlargement called an ampulla, which holds sensory structures called cristae.
□ A crista is a mass of hair cells (very similar to those for hearing) enclosed in gel mass called cupula.
● Movement of the head causes cupula to move in opposite direction.
□ This pulls cilia of the hair cells, opening ion channels→release of NT (just like in hearing).
EXAMPLE: The ampulla of a semicircular canal.

The Otolith Organs—Sensing Linear Acceleration and Head Position:
● The two otolith organs-- the utricle and saccule—are both made of sensory structures called maculae.
□ A macula is hair cells with their cilia suspended in a gelatinous otolith membrane.
□ Floating in the membrane are calcium carbonate stones called otoliths.
● The utricle and saccule sense movement in different planes.
□ The utricle’s maculae sit horizontally, sensing forward acceleration.
□ The saccule’s maculae sit vertically, sensing vertical forces (i.e. dropping down a stair step).
● Linear movement causes the otoliths and membranes to slide across the cilia, activating the hair cells→APs.
● APs from both organs of vestibular apparatus project into cerebellum via the vestibulocochlear nerve (CN VIII).
EXAMPLE: The movement of otoliths within maculae.
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PRACTICE 1: You’re studying in the room when you hear your neighbors having some “afternoon delight” in the apartment
above yours. Annoyed, you turn your head to glare up at the ceiling. You look up and turn your head to the right. Which of
the following will be activated by this change in head position?
a) Posterior semicircular canal.
b) Superior semicircular canal.
c) Horizontal semicircular canal.
d) Utricle.
e) Saccule.
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CONCEPT: THE EYE AND VISION
Anatomy of the Eye:
● Eye has two chambers: anterior chamber filled with aqueous humor and vitreous chamber filled with vitreous humor.
● The cornea is the clear outer surface of the eye through which light enters; the sclera is the white protective covering.
□ Pupil is the hole that lets light leave the anterior chamber and pass through the lens into vitreous chamber.
-Iris and ciliary muscle control the size of the pupil and shape of the lens.
- Lens focuses and refracts light—lets you focus on different things at different distances (depth of field).
□ Lens focuses light onto the retina—the back coating of the eye where actual transduction occurs.
EXAMPLE: The eye.
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Photoreceptors—The Retina’s Rods and Cones:
● Phototransduction- how we turn ___________________ into APs. Done in retina by photoreceptors.
□ Retinal cells are arranged “backwards”—photoreceptor is deepest, then bipolar cells, then ganglion cells.
-Ganglion cells’ axons form the optic nerve.
EXAMPLE: The retina and its layers of cells.

● Rods and Cones are the two different types of photoreceptors.
□ Rods are numerous. Function well in low light for black-and-white, low resolution vision.
-Rhodopsin is their visual pigment—the molecular transducer of light (more soon).
□ Cones are more limited. Require lots of light for color and high-acuity vision.
-Use three different pigments very similar to rhodopsin.
EXAMPLE: A rod vs. a cone
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Phototransduction—Turning Light into an Electrical Signal:
● Photoreceptors have unusual membrane potential properties.
□ At rest, Vm= -40 mV (compare to resting neuron’s Vm= -70 mV).
-Depolarization from INa+ through cyclic nucleotide-gated (CNG) ion channels. (Open by cAMP, cGMP.)
□ Relative depolarization at rest means there’s tonic activation of voltage-gated Ca2+ channels.
□ Photoreceptors can release NT. ↑[Ca2+]→↑NT release (just like at any synapse).
● Phototransduction is started when the pigment rhodopsin changes its shape upon being hit with light.
□ Rhodopsin= the protein opsin + the molecule retinal (made from Vitamin A).
□ Rhodopsin bleaches when light hits it—the opsin and retinal split apart.
● Bleaching of rhodopsin decreases activity of CNG channels.
□ ↑Opsin→↓cGMP→↓CNG Channel activity→Hyperpolarization→↓[Ca2+]→↓NT release.
EXAMPLE: Rhodopsin’s interactions with CNG channels.
Na +
CNG Channel

(+)

(+)
Rhodopsin

Opsin

Retinal

cGMP

GMP
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Processing in the Retina—Photoreceptors, Bipolar Cells, and Ganglion Cells:
● Three layers of cells in the retina: photoreceptors→bipolar cells→ganglion cells.
□ All are capable of releasing and responding to NT.
□ But only ganglion cells can generate APs.
-Photoreceptors and bipolar cells only have graded responses.
● There are two “pathways” by which these cells interact—ON and OFF.
□ In the ON pathway, bipolar cells are hyperpolarized by NT from
photoreceptors.
-No light→↑photoreceptor NT release→bipolar cell hyperpolarization→↓ganglion cell APs.
-Light→↓photoreceptor NT release→bipolar cell depolarization→↑ganglion cell APs.
□ In the OFF pathway, bipolar cells are depolarized by NT from photoreceptors.
-No light→↑photoreceptor NT release→bipolar cell depolarization→↑ganglion cell APs
-Light→↓photoreceptor NT release →bipolar cell hyperpolarization→↓ganglion cell APs.
□ All of this improves contrast—one light stimulus causes two opposing effects.
● Axons of ganglion cells collect into the optic nerve (CN II), which project to the occipital lobe.
EXAMPLE: The ON and OFF pathways.
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PRACTICE 1: Advanced diabetes can sometimes cause blood vessels in the retina to bleed. Where will this blood collect?
(Choose all that apply.)
a) Anterior chamber.
b) Lens.
c) Posterior chamber.
d) Aqueous humor.
e) Vitreous humor.

PRACTICE 2: You wake up at 3am and need to pee. You manage to pick your way through all the junk on the floor of your
dark bedroom to get to the bathroom. Which of the following was primarily providing you with vision in the very low-light
environment of your bedroom at 3am?
a) Rods.
b) Cones.
c) Diamonds.
d) Hearts.

PRACTICE 3: Which of the following directly causes changes in the levels of cGMP in a photoreceptor cell?
a) Rhodopsin.
b) Retinal.
c) Opsin.
d) CNG Channels.
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CONCEPT: AROUND THE EYE STRUCTURE
● The eye is a spherical organ found in the ____________________________ of the skull
□ The orbital fat is fat in the orbit that cushions and supports the posterior and lateral sides of the eye
- Provides support and protection and facilitates nutrients and a blood supply through blood vessels
□ Two cavities, separated by the lens, make up the _________________________ eye
- Posterior cavity sits behind the lens and contains a constant fluid called vitreous humor
- The vitreous humor maintains eye shape and supports the retina
- Anterior cavity sits in front of the lens and contains a circulating fluid called aqueous humor
- The aqueous humor provides nutrients and oxygen to the cornea and lens
□ The wall of the eye is made up of three tunics: 1) fibrous tunic, 2) vascular tunic, 3) retina
EXAMPLE:
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CONCEPT: EYE STRUCTURE: TUNICS
● Two tunics make up the external and middle layers of the eye wall
● The fibrous tunic (external tunic) is the external layer of the eye wall and it is made up of:
□ The sclera is the outer white part of the eye; 80% of the fibrous tunic
- Composed of ___________________ irregular connective tissue, aids in protection
- Has many nerves and blood vessels
- Shapes the eye
- Continuous with the dura mater that surrounds the optic nerve (posteriorly)
- Extrinsic eye muscle ___________________________ here
□ The cornea is a transparent structure, in the anterior region of the fibrous tunic; makes up 20% of fibrous tunic
- Composed of simple squamous epithelial, collagen, & stratified squamous epithelial (corneal epithelium)
- Has no blood vessels; nutrients for the inner epithelium come from aqueous humor within the eye
- Outer epithelium receives nutrients from __________________________
- Its convex shape bends light as it enters into the eye
● The limbus is the outer edge where the sclera merges with the cornea
EXAMPLE:
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● The vascular tunic (uvea) is the middle layer of the eye wall
□ The choroid makes up the posterior region
- Composed of __________________________ connective tissue
- Has lots of capillaries that supply nutrients to retina
- Has melanocytes that produce melanin; melanin absorbs extra light to prevent scattering in the eye
□ The ciliary body is anterior to the choroid
- Composed of ciliary muscles (smooth muscle bands) which control lens shape
- The ciliary processes secrete aqueous humor
EXAMPLE:
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□ The iris is the most anterior region and is the colored region of the eye
- Made up of smooth muscle, melanocytes, vasculature, and nerves
- Has pupil, which is the opening between two chambers:
- The anterior chamber is between iris and cornea
- The posterior chamber is between lens and iris
- The iris controls the pupil size, and therefore controls how much ________________ enters the eye
- The sphincter pupillae muscle constricts the pupil
- The dilator pupillae muscle dilates the pupil
EXAMPLE:
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CONCEPT: EYE STRUCTURE: RETINA
● The retina (internal tunic or neural tunic) is the internal layer of the eye wall; it has two layers
1. Pigmented layer is attached and internal to the ___________________
- Gives Vitamin A to the photoreceptor and absorbs extra light to prevent it from scattering in the eye
2. Neural layer holds the photoreceptor cells and neurons; made up of three layers
1. Photoreceptor cells have pigments that respond to light – these are the rod and cone cells
2. Bipolar cells are the cells that form synapses with the rods and cones
3. Ganglion cells are the innermost layer; form the optic nerve
- Other cells include: Horizontal cells and amacrine cells to help process visual stimuli
EXAMPLE:
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● There are other components of the retina depending on how the rods and cones are _____________________
□ The optic disc (blind spot) contains no photoreceptors, so no image will form
□ The macula lutea (small spot) is lateral to the optic disc
- Contains the fovea centralis depressed pit
- Has mostly all cones, and almost no rods – forms very sharp vision (ex: reading text)
□ The peripheral retina contains mainly rods, and functions best in low light
EXAMPLE:
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CONCEPT: EYE STRUCTURE: LENS
● The lens is the strong, transparent structure that focuses light onto the retina
□ The cells in the lens have no _________________________, and instead are filled with crystalin protein
□ The suspensory ligaments attach to the lens and can tense to allow the lens shape to change
- Controlled by ciliary muscles in ciliary body
- Looking at objects >20 ft. away, the ciliary muscle relaxes and the ciliary body moves away from lens
- This movement __________________ tension in the suspensory ligaments & flattens the lens
- This is its “resting” position
- Looking at objects <20 ft. away, the ciliary muscle contract and the ciliary body moves closer to the lens
- This movement __________________ tension in the suspensory ligaments & curves the lens
- The process of curving the lens is– called accommodation
EXAMPLE:
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CONCEPT: ACCESSORY EYE STRUCTURES
● There are three main accessory eye structures: 1) the eyebrow and eyelids, 2) conjunctiva and 3) lacrimal apparatus
□ The eyebrows are important for nonverbal communication and prevent sweat from entering the eye
□ The eyelids (palpebral) covers the eye for protection
- Has two tarsal plates (superior and inferior) which is the core made of dense connective tissue
- The tarsal plate is ____________________________ by the orbicularis oculi and the skin
- The palpebral fissure is the area between open eyelids
- The medial and lateral palpebral commissures are where the two eyelids come together
- The red lacrimal caruncle sits in the medial commissure
□ The eyelashes prevent stuff from getting into the eye; also responds to the _____________ reflex
- The tarsal glands, in the tarsal plate, release oil, which lubricate the skin and prevents infection
EXAMPLE:
‘
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● The conjunctiva is a transparent epithelial lining over the anterior sclera and internal eyelid – does not cover the cornea
□ The conjunctival fornix is the region where the eyelid and eye conjunctiva come together
- Prevents the _________________ from moving behind the eye
□ Contains lots of goblet cells that moisten and lubricate the eye
□ Contains lots of blood vessels to provide nutrients to the eye
□ Conjunctivitis is when the lining becomes inflamed (pink eye)
EXAMPLE:
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● The lacrimal apparatus produces, holds, and gets rid of lacrimal fluid
□ Lacrimal fluid contains water, sodium, antibodies, and lysozyme an _________________________ enzyme
- Continually cleans and moistens the eye; prevents bacterial infection
□ Lacrimal fluid is produced by the lacrimal gland located in a superolateral depression of the orbit
- Blinking ______________________ the fluid over out eyes
□ The lacrimal puncta found in the lacrimal papillae drains lacrimal fluid
- The lacrimal canaliculus drains the fluid into a lacrimal sac which drains into nasolacrimal duct
- Here it is mixed with mucus and swallowed
EXAMPLE:
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